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1 Introduction 

The discovery of high-temperature superconductivity in the copper oxides 

and related materials, wh1ch have small coherence lenghts comparable to a 

few times of the lattice constant, gave a strong impact on investigation of 

theories of superfluidity and superconductivity for strongly correlated fer

mion systems beyond the weak coupling limit. A better understanding of 

quantum liquids of fermions is of relevance not only for strongly correlated 

electron superfiuids such as superconductors, the electron-hole system in se

miconductors, liquid Helium, spin-polarized _Hydrogen and Cesium, but also 

for quantum liquids of strongly interacting fermion~ such as nuclear matter 

and the quark-gluon system (see [1] for the corresponding references). 

The general problem of a unified treatment beyond mean-field theory 

including the crossover from the Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) to the 

Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer (BCS) pairing [2] was first attacked by improving 

the equation of state which expresses the total fermion density nF as a func

tion of the temperature T and the chemical potential!'. Using aT-matrix 

approach to the virial expansion, Nozieres and Schmitt-Rink [3] have taken 

into account the contributions of correlations obtained from the ladder dia

grams with free internal Green functions. As a consequence, the effect of 

interaction between the boUnd states was not included in their formalism. 

The chemical equilibrium between hound and ionized fermion pairs v.·as stu

died by Schmitt-Rink et a!. [4]. In particular, they pointed out that at 

positive J1. a B.ose-type singularity arisPs in the Beth-Uhlenbeck forniula. A 

generalization of the Bet h-l; hlenbeck formula \vith special emphasis on the 
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quasiparticle picture was derived by Schmidt et a!. [5] which can be applied 

also to fermion liquids at high densities. It has been shown that the singula

rity occurring in the Bose distribution is exactly compensated by the Pauli 

blocking factor ( 1 - f. - J) as long as the temperature is above the critical 
•1 ... 

one. Disregarding this compensation due to introducing the quasiparticle 

picture, the problem of the bosonic singularity at positive p. was discussed 

later on by Tokumitu eta!. [6]. 

An essential problem is the inclusion of interaction between noncondensed 

bound states in the equation of state as well as the gap equation, improving 

the mean-field theory in a consistent way. For a two-dimensional Fermi su

perfluid, Tokumitu et a!. [7] have taken into account the repulsion among 

two-fermion bound states which arises from the exchange effect of constituent 

fermions due to the Pauli principle. Haussmann [8] has solved the coupled 

system of the Dyson equation for the single-particle Green function and the 

Bethe-Salpeter equation for the two-particle Green function within the T

matrix approximation for the self-energy in a self-consistent way. The results 

are given for the superfiuid transition temperature, the chemical potential, 

the fermion distribution function and the complex effective mass of the fermi

on pairs also in the crossover region for dilute fermion liquids. H~wever, to be 

consistent, the Bethe-Salpeter equation should be improved not only by self

energy corrections but also by vertex corrections [1] in accordance with the 

Ward identities. The improvement of the self-energy approach by including 

the corresponding vertex cor;ections will be denoted as cluster-Hartree-Fock 

approximation, see Section 2. 

Of particular interest is the investigation of thermodynamic phase stabi-
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lity. The influence of bound state formation in fermionic quantum liquids 
on phase instabilities has extensively been discusses in nuclear matter and in 
partially ionized plasmas, see (5,9] for further references. On this background, 
special attention will be given here to the question of phase instability at the 
Bose condensation of bound pairs. 

The fermion system to. be considered will be described by the Hamiltonian 

H = L E(l)aia1 + ~ L V(l2l'2')aiaiaz•a 1• 
1 2 121'2' 

( 1) 

with 1 = 'ff1o:1; 'ff1 denot~s the !n0rru~ntum and cq -spin and further internal 
quantum numbers, E( 1) = p1f2m1 is the kinetic energy. The interaction 

· potential is assumed to be spin independent and attractive. Furthermore, 
for strongly coupled systems the solutibn of the Schrodinger equation for the 
two-particle problem (s-wave) should give at least one bound state. 

For this system, the crossover from the strong coupling case to the weak 
coupling case can be discussed in two different ways: 
(i) A dilute Fermi liquid with Hamiltonian of the type (1 ), but with varia
ble coupling strength, is considered. At a critiCal coupling strength of the 
attractive interaction 1 bound states are formed. For ~oupling strengths_ large . 
compared with the critical one, the low temperature behaviour of the system 
is dominated by the bound states, and the Bose-Einstein condensation is ex
pected. For coupling strengths small compared with the critical one, Cooper 
pairing may occur at low temperatures. The crossover between both limiting 
cases of variable potential strength has been discussed, e.g., in (3,8,10]. 

(ii) A Hamiltonian with fixed interaction strength is considered. In the 
zero-density limit, bound state formation is assumed to be possible. With 
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increasing density. due to the Pauli quenching these bound states will be 
suppressed and disappear at a critical value of the density (~!ott density). 
For densities small compared with this critical value. at low temperatures a 
transition to the Bose-Einstein condensation is expected. AbOve the critical 
density, at. low temperatures a transition into a BCS state can occur. The 
crossover from strong to weak coupling is controled by the density. In the 
density (np) - temperature (T) plane. a phase diagram for a system with 
fixed interaction strength can be considered, see (1.5,11]. 

In general, the- macroscopic beha\·iour of the system described by the 
Hamiltonian (I) should be obtained from a non-equilibrium approach (1]. 
VVe concentrate here on the stationary state with possible singlet (s-wave) 
pairing at zero momentum. Introducing t.he single partidf' density matrix 
(aia

1
)

1 
= 612 n(1) and the off-diagonal single-particle distribution function 

(pair amplitude) (a2a1)
1 = F(l2, t) = b12e-''"':h F(l) with 1 = -p1• -o-1 , 

we find the entropy operator as S = if /T +50 with if = H- pX, So = 
In Tr exp( -if jT); N = llnp is the total fermion number, p the fermion 
chemical potential, and 

if = _E(EMF(I)-;t)aj"a1 +~_EL1"F(I)e"·2iptha;'"a;:+c.c. 
1 - 1 

+ ~ _E ~'(l2.l'2')aj"aJa 2·a 1•- (MF), 
~ 121 12' 

(2) 

where 

EMF(!) = E(l) + L V(l2, 12).xn(2). 
2 

/1MF(l) = _EI"(!l.2:l_)F(2). ( :l) 
2 
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The term (M F) denotes the subtraction of the mean-field terms already 

contained in E~1 F~ .6.}..1F. and the index e:r denot-es the antisymmetriZed ex

pression V(12, 12)- V(l2,21). 

Evaluating mean values with the statistical operator p = exp( -S), we 

have to specify approximations to be performed within many-particle theo

ry. :\"eglecting two-particle correlations, the entropy operator is diagonalized 

using a Bogo[\ubov canonical transformation. In equilibrium, the BCS solu

tion for the thermodynamic properties is immediately obtained. 

The neglect of fluctuations is not justified f;'Spec:!a!!y irr th(' c~.s~ ..... here

bound states are formed. To improve the mean-field approximation, one has 

to include also the two-particle correlation function 

(a~a:;a,.al') = Ou•Ozz•n(1)n(2)ox + F'{1)F(1')c512c5J:.2' + c(a{aj:a,.a,.) {4) 

and the corresponding higher correlation functions. 

A self-consistent treatment ·of correlations can be performed by using the 

formalism of many-particle field theory with thermodynamic Green functions, 

see Fetter and Walecka [12]. In shorthand notation, the single-particle Green 

function is given by the Dyson equation, G- 1(l,z) = z- £(1)- E(1,z). 

The self-energy can be represented by a cluster decomposition, E = T,G·+ 

T3GG + ... , whereas then-particle T-matrices are given by the Bethe-Salpeter 

equations such. as T2 = V + VGGT2 , see [9). This means that G has to be 

determined self-consistently. The solution of the n-particle T-matrix gives a 

continuum of scattering states hut may also lead to bound states. 

A commonly used approximation [3-7,10,11) to obtain a closed system 

of equations is to truncate the duster decomposition of E. Dropping all T-
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matrices with particle number higher than 2, an equation of state will be 

obtained [13) which reproduces the correct second virial coefficient (Beth

Uhlenbeck formula). 

However, the truncation of the cluster expansion of E at T2 does not 

provide us with a consistent treatment of the two-particle ·properties. In 

the Bethe-Salpeter equation, besides improving the single-particle propa

gator introducing the self-energy, we have also to improve the interaction 

kernel by vertex corrections to be consistent in the same order of density. 

Looking f9r all first-order terms in the cluster-duster irrteradiorr, the dust£>r-

Hartree-Fock approximation has been given in [14). In particular, the correct 

low-density limit of bound-bound interaction in the Born approximation in

cluding all exchange terms is obtained [1 J. The problem to find consistent 

mean-field approximations from the exact static (energy-independent[ part 

of the mass operator has also been discussed by Schuck, see [15) and further 

references given there. 

Instead of using the Matsubara Green function technique, an alternative 

approach can be given from a functional integral representation. Using this 

approach for a system of interacting fermions, Drechsler and Zwerger [16) 

have introduced the order parameter l:i via a Hubbard-Stratonovich trans

formation. Integrating out the fermion degrees of freedom and expanding in 

powers of l:i they obtained a Ginzburg-Landau theory. The improvement · 

of the ordinary mean-field theory by including fluctuations in evaluating 

functional integrals is the subject of recent investigations, see [17] for the 

Nambu-Jona-Lasinio model. 

In the present paper, we apply the thermodynamic Green function ap-
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proach to a. zero-range interaction .. Basic relations collected in Section 2 are 

evaluated in Section 3 with special emphasis on the disappearence of bound 

states at high densities due to the Pauli quenching (Mott effect). The low

density strong coupling limit, particularly the thermodynamic stability, is 

considered in Section 4. The results are discussed and compared with other 

approaches in Section 5. 

2 Basic equations 

We briefly describe some relevant relations which are derived in a more ge

neral form in Ref. [1). Applying the Bogoliubov canonical transformation 

a 1 = u1b1 +v,bi, a1 = u1b1- v1bi, with I± (I +.?i)-Iiz equal to 2]ud2 (upper - - -
sign) or 2]vd2 (lower sign), respectively, 

2F(l) 
.?, = 1-=- 2n(!)' (5) 

the mean values (b,b1)' vanish. This way no off-diagonal single particle dis

tributions occur in the b representation, similarly to the case of the normal 

state. 

The entropy operator is transformed to 

. s =So+ L s(l)bib, + ~ L W(12, 1'2')bibil>,.b,.- (¥F)+ soff. (6) 
1 2 12112' 

The off-diagonal term soff contains noncompensating num~ers of the opera

tors b, b+. It can consistently be dropped as long as we are considering the 

cluster-Hartree-Fock approximation. 
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Within the Matsubara-Green function technique, the duster-Hartree

Fock approximation [14) is given by the T2-matrix approximation for the 

self-energy as well as the corresponding terms for the interaction kernel of 

the two-particle Bethe-Salpeter equation. The latter can be related to the 

two-particle wave equation determining the t=>igenstat.es with total momentum 

P and internal quantum number n. see Ref. [9] .. 

(s(l) + s(2)- S.p)<;>.p(l2) + 2::[1V(12,1'2')(1- < b~b1 >- < b~b2 >) 

+ 

with 

1'2' 

I: W( 1234, I'2'3' 4')C(3' 4', 34J)o.p(I'2'l = o 
343'4' 

W(!234,1'2'3'4') = W(l3.1'3').,b,.,o.,. + W(l4.3'2')6,.,b3!' 

\V(I4.3'4')6z•z03I' +(I~ 2.3 ~ 4). 

and the correlation function 

C(!2,1'2') = Tr(e-s btb~b2.b 1 .)- < b~b!' >< b~b,, >., 

( 7) 

(8) 

= Lg(S.p)[¢~p(l'2')¢nP(12)- Onp(l2)6.p(l'2').,]. (9) 
nP 

Here 6.p(l2) denotes the free-particle solution bp,+p,,Pf>n,p; and g(S.p) = 

[exp(SnP)- 1]-', the Bose distribution function . 

With the self-energy (J(s) = (exps + 1)- 1) 

- "' . (s(l) + s(2)- s.p)' . . 2 
E(!,") = L,[g(S.p) + f(s(2))] .. (')) _ S ]<?.p(l2)], 

2,nP - + S - nP 
(10) 

the single-particle occupation < bi b1 > is evaluated with the help of the 

spectral function, see [5), where a generalized Bet.h-Fhlenbeck formula is 
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derived. The diagonal single-particle density is given by 

n(l) = ~- -~ . - (1-2 <b~b1 >). 
2 " "I ·'' v + v, (II) 

The equation for the pair amplitude F including the effects of two-particle 

correlations is found as 

2(E'
1
F(1)- Jl)F(I) + 2:;V(Il, 1'1.')(1- 2n(l))F(l') 

I' 

= I; V(3L3'4')c(aja 3.a4·a1,t)- (I -1) 
33'4' 

(12) 

with 

c(aja3.a 4.a~. t) = Tr[e-Sit1aja3.a4.ai)- n(3)F(14', 1)6
33

, 

+ n(3)F(13',t)634,- n(I)F(4'3',t)813 • (13) 

Applying the Bogoliubov transformation, the r.h.s. of eq. ( 12) is expressed 

by the two-particle correlation function as 

I: [Y(13, 1'3')C'(1'3', 13)- Y(13, 1'3'JC"(1'3', 13)]- (1 ~ 1) 
1133' 

(14) 

Ex[>licit expressions for s(1), W, Yare given in Ref. [1]. 

The two-particle wave equation (7), the single-particle density (11) and 

the equation for the pair amplitude ( 12) should be solved in a self-consistent 

way to describe the stationary state for a superfluid system including two

particle correlations at given temperature T and total fermion density nF = 

n··l L:;1 n(1). Neglecting all two-particle correlations, C'(12,1'2') = 0, we 

obtain the BCS approximation. 
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3 Model calculation 

We consider a quantum liquid of fermions (1) with spin 1/2 which interact 

via a spin independent potential. The evaluation of eqs. (7), (ll ), (12) is 

simplified for a zero-range interaction potential V(12, 1'2') =cons!. To avoid 

not well defined divergent expressions, we take the zero-range limit of a finit 

range interaction. 

Particularly, we consider a separable interaction where the solution of 

the T2 -matrix for the isolated two-particle system can immediately be given. 

Having introducing the total (P = p1 + p2) and the relative (p = (p1- p,)/2) 

momentum, the Yamaguchi-type interaction 

V(12, 1'2') = ->.w(p)w(p')oP,P's.,,.,.s.,,.,,, (15) 

with w(p) = (h2p2 fm< + "12
)-

1 and>.= 811"')'(1 + 'Y)'n-'(h2 fm<)'l'• yields at 

zero density a bound state, the binding energy being E0p = -< + h2 P 2 /4m 

and the wave function 

.Po(p) = c(x2 + 1t'(x2 + "f't', (16) 

where c2 = 811"')'("1 + 1)3W 1 (h2/m<)31' and x = (h2 fm<) 112p. Withe= Ef<, 

the scattering phase shifts result as 

tan 6(E) = 2Ve"f(1+ "1) 2 /[("12 + e )2 
- (1 + "1)2

( ')'
2 

- e)]. (17) 

The limiting case of a zero-range interaction to be considered here is 

obtained in the limit "/ - oo, but < = h2 fma} taken as a fixed value, where 

ap denotes the scattering length for the two-particle interaction (cf. [1] for 
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arbitrary -y ). In this limiting case, the Hartree-Fock shifts of the single

particle states vanish, £MF(I) = £(1), whereas L'.MF(1) = L'. is momentum 

independent. For the sa.ke of simplicity, in the following we will use a system 

of units where li, m, € are equal to unity. 

Neglecting all correlations, we obtain the mean field solution where the 

superfluidity transition is. found from the equation (P - principal value) 

.,; 4 roo 2d p __ ___.!c , ·-
1 = Re-2.uBcs + ;j

0 
P P v2 2uR,-.c: e<P2 / 2 (18) 

Together with the fermion density in }lartree-Fock approximation 

I roo p2dp 
nF,BCS = 7r2 Jo Jp1'/2 JtBcs)/T + 1 ( 19) 

we find the critical values J-lscs(T), nF,Bcs(T) where the transition to the 

superfiuid state in the mea·n field approximation occurs, see Fig. 1. 

Eqs. (18), (19) represent the zero-gap solutions of the well-known mean

field relations 

1 roo 2 I I p2 /2 - J-l 
nF,MF(JL, T) = 71'2 lo p dp[ 2 - 2 E(p) {1 - 2f(E(p))}] (20) 

where E(p) = [(p2 /2- p)2 + !'. 2]112 contains the gap parameter L'.(p, T) to 

be determined from 

21oo 2 1 E(p) 1 
I = -- p dp[-- tanh(-)- -]. 

rr o 2E(p) 2T p2 (21) 

However, the mean-field approximation (19), (20) to the equation of state 

which relates the density to the _chemical potential and the temperature is 

not always applicable. At low temperatures (T < 1 ) and not too high 

densities, the formation of bound states becomes of importance. Two-particle 
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contributions are obtained by solving the Bethe-Salpeter equation. In the 

quasiparticle approximation. i.e. by neglecting the correlation function C in 

the waw equation (I). the two-particle T-matrix in the normal phase has the 

form 

T(P,:) 
4,- ----_- I J 3 I 

= ()[1- \ -: + P'/4- 2r.' d P -: + P'/4 + P' 

I 1 )- ; 
x ( uv.·>- .. \2'·) .. 1 r + e((P_.:z p)z·2 ,~.r, , ) . (22) 

Poles at: = E{(P.!'.T) < P 2/4 describe bound states. In particular. 

the shift of thE' bound state~ with to1al momentum P = 0. due to the Pauii 

blocking by free quasi particles is obtained from the solution ·of 

1 =Rev -£1 + -- pdp--. ---,-----. 
---- 4 !.X 2 p 1 

b ;;- o p2 ....: E{ e(p· 2-.ul- T + 1 
(23) 

From the solution of eq.(21) with £, = 0, 

I = 4 fx dp- ---,-----~-- --- -- -
rr Jo e(P~.- 2 -PM.,.,)_:r + 1 · (24) 

we find a quasiparticle density nF,Mou(T) corresponding to relation ( 19) above 

which, due to the Pauli blocking, no bound state with P = 0 is formed. This 

Mott line is also shown in Fig.1. It separates a low-density re-gion wherf' 

bound states can exist from a high density region where they are partially 

blocked out, depending on their total momentum, see also [11]. 

Together with the in-medium scattering phase shifts Dp(E; I'• T) obtained 

from the T-matrix (22), in the normal phase an equation of state np(J<, T) 

can be derived in the form of a generalized Beth-Uhlenbeck formula [5] 

I 
np = 0 :[ f((£1 - Jt)/T) 

1 
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·) 

+ ~. L (g((E/(P)- 21')/T)- g((P2/4- 21')/T)) 
p >F:'I.!o\< 

(25) 

~ L rx dEdd g((E + P'/4- 2p)jT)[bp(E)- ~ sin(26p(£))], 
H P Jo 1r E ~ 

£ 1 = £(!)- I;21•2, F(i2, 1'2')C(!'2', 12) den9tes the quasiparticle energy as 

obtained from (10). 

With the mean-field result l'ncs(1') from eq. (18), according to i'iozieres · 

and Schmitt-Rink [3) the improved value npssR(T) = np(Jtncs, T) for the 

transition to sup_Hftuidity can he given which is also shown in Fig. 1. In con

trast with {3]. where a simple Beth-Uhlenbeck formqla was used, \Ve tak~ thf;' 

generalized Beth-Uhlenbeck formula (25) derived by Zimmermann and Stolz 

[13) which can also be used at high densities where the chemical potential 

becomes positive [5). 

The improvement in evaluating the equation of state (25) instead of (19) 

gives a modification for the phase transition temperature .to superfiuidity 

particularly below the Mott line. The low-density limit is correctly described 

where at low temperatures the system consists of bound pairs. These nearly 

free bosons undergo a Bose-Einstein condensation if the chemical potential 

takes the value I'= -1/2,, what also follows from the condition (18) for the 

transition to the superfluid state. According to Nozieres and Schmitt-Rink, a 

crossover from the Bose-Einstein condensation of itoninteracting bosons with 

binding energy -1 (nF,BEc(T) = 2((3/2)(T/rr)3i 2 in Fig.!) to the Bardeen

Cooper-Schrieffer pairing is obtained, see also [5,10). 

. An open problem, however, is the correct low density behaviour where the 

interaction between th€': bound states ·is the dominant process. Obviously, in 
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the BCS equation for the critical value of the chemical potential (18) as well 

as in the T-matrix (22) or the equation (23) for the bound state energies, the 

influence of the medium is considered in the quasiparticle picture as seen from 

the occurrence of Fermi functions. However, the inclusion of correlations is 

of importance at least in the strong coupling limit. We will evaluate the 

influence of correlations in the following Section for the low-density limit of 

a strongly coupled system. 

4 The low-density strong coupling limit 

The solution of the self-consistent system of equations (7), (11), (12) that 

contain the effect of in-medium correlations on the formation of bound states 

as well as the transition to the superlluid state is simplified in the limit 

of low temperatures (T <: 1) and low densities (np <: nF,Mou)· In this 

case, the dissociation of bound states is low, so that the contribution of free 

quasiparticles to the density can be neglected. The two-particle correlation 

function is given by the ground state contribution 

C(12, 1'2') = L g( (E,(P) - 2p)/T)¢j,(12)¢p(l'2') (26) 
p 

The binding energy E,(P) and the normalized wave function ¢p(l2) have to 

be determined from the two-particle wave equation (7) as performed below. 

Furthermore, in the low density limit we assume that n(l) <: 1. Particu

larly, only the lowest orders with respect to the correlated densities will be 

considered. With n(1) <: 1, for the coefficients of the Bogoliubov transfor

mation we have !uti"' 1- F 2 (1)/2, hi"' F(l). 
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The two important equations for the pair amplitude ( 12) and for the 

two-particle states (7), respectively, can now be given in the form 

2(£(1) -f.')F(I) + L V(ll, l'f)(l- 2n(l))F(I') 
1' 

= 2 L V(34,3'4')C(3'4',34)(o,,, +b4,l)F(l), 
343'41 • 

(27) 

(E(I) + E(2)- E,(P)),Pp(l2) + 2:;V(12, 1'2')(1- n(l)- n(2)),Pp(l'2') 
1'21 

= I: V(34, 3' 4')6(3' 4', 34)( o,,, + o,,,)¢p(l2). 
343'4' (28) 

Here 0(12, 1'2') = C(l2, 1'2') + F'(12, t)F(1'2', t) contains the correlations 

of the two-particle states with total momentum P # 0 and the possible 

condensate at P = 0. 

The average occupation n(l) of single-particle states is obtained from 

the entropy operator (6). Considering 6,(1) (r.h.s. of eq. (27)) as a small 

quantity, according to (3) and using (27) we have 

6 = -2(E(I) -f.')F(I)/(1- 2n(l)) + 6,(1), 

so that (5) 81 = (6- 6,(1))/(E(I)- I') and 

s(l) = .,j(E(I)- 1')2 + 6 2 + 0(6l(!Jf. 

(29) 

(30) 

The evaluation of < bi b1 > can be performed by standard methods [5) 

evaluating the spectral function from the self-energy (10). Up to terms of 

higher order in the densities of the bound states and the condensate, we have 

by analogy with (25) 

< bjb1 >= f(s(l)) + I;g((E,(P)- 2!')/T)),Pp(l2))2 

P,2 
( .31) 
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and from (II) 

I 1 I 
n(l) =? ') . · (1-2/(s(l)))+ 2:;g((E,(P)-2!')/T)I¢p(l2)1'. 

" ·v1+62((E(I)-!t) 2 P.z 

(32) 

Expanding for F(l) «:I. we have the equation of state 

nF(f.'. T) = 2W 1 F28E,ro)z, + 20- 1 L g((EnP- 2!')/T) 
nP 

= 2W 1 I: C(!2.12). (33) 
l2 

where iu the superfluid staie F( ll) = F ¢ 0 ( 11) is related to the order para

meter 6 according to 6 = \!8rrjOF. Eq. (33) coincides in the low density 

limit with th€' results known from the theory of weakly interacting Bose. gas! 

see [8,12], where the noncondensed density in the mean-field approximation 

is given by 

2 J 2 Ep I Ep- Ep np =- PdP[--------+----) 
·" " Ep exp(EpjT) - I 2Ep 

(34) 

with Ep = [(P2/4) 2 + 2rrP2 F2/0Jii', Ep = P2 /4 + 4rrF2 jO. Expressions 

(32), (33) for the density can be used to show explicitly the modification of 

the two-particle wave equation (28) due to the density effects in first order. 

(E(I) + £(2)- E,(P))¢p(l2) + L V(12,1'2')¢p(l'2') 
112' 

+ L [g((E,(P')- 2!')/T) + F 20p•,oJI¢p•(34)) 2 (6,,, + o,,,) 
34P' 

x[E,(P) + E,(P'j- £(!)- £(2)- £(3)- £(4))d>p(l2) = 0. (35) 

where the interaction potential has been eliminated by applying the Schriidinger 

equation. 
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For the zero-range interaction. the energy shift of bound states due to the 

interaction with boun_d states in the medium is given in the cluster-Hartree

Fock approximation by the Pauli blocking as seen from the overlap integral 

of the wave functions. With the ground-state wave function (16), for the 

shift 6.E,(P) = E1(P) + 1- P'/4 of the bound state energy perturbation 

theory gives 

6.E1(P) = n-• ~[g((E1(P')- 2J.L)/T) + F
2
bp•,o]

1 
+(P ~rrP')'/ 16 . (36) 

In the low-temperature limit (P' "" 2../T), we expand the last term in 

(3.5) with respect toP'. The summation over P' gives the fermion density, 

4rr 
D.E,(P) ""nF I+ pz /16 (37) 

The behaviour at small ?-values can be accounted for by introducing an 

effective mass m" according to 

P 2 P 2 rrP2 

--= --np--
4m•jm 4 4 (38) 

so that m• = m(1 + rrnF + ... )in accordance with [8]. 

A similar consequent low-density expansion for the gap equation (27) 

yields 

2(E(1) -J.L)F(1) + L V(Il, !'t}F(1') 
1' 

- L [g((E,(P')- 2J.L)/T) + F 2op•,oJI<f>p•(34)1')(o,,, + 6.,1)/(1 + Op•,o) 
l4P' 

x[E,(P) + E,(P')- E(1)- E(l)- E(3)- E(4)]F(l) = 0, (39) 

The perturbative expansion yields a shift in the chemical potential in the 

superfluid state according to 

J.L,r = --1/2 + 2rrnF - 2rr F 2 /fl. ( 40) 
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Within a more sophisticated .approach, expanding near the mean-field 

result with respect to small fluctuations due to correlations, the chemical 

potential follows as 

I'= J.I.MF + 4rr!Y 1 L g((E,(P)- 2J.L)/T) 
p 

what coincides with ( 40) in the limiting case under consideration. 

(41) 

Looking for the critical density where the pair amplitude vanishes, F ~ 0, 

the shift in the chemical potential is compensated by the shift of the ground-

state e!i.ergy Eb(O) at zero nwmerrtum. Compared 'Hith the Bose - Einstein 

condensation of a noninterac~ing gas, the only effect we obtain is a negative 

shift of the ideal Bose-Einstein condensation. temperature at fixed fermion 

density due to the effective mass 

T..,_,(nF) = TaEC(nF)(1- :>mF) (42) 

in accordance with Haussmann [8], see Fig. 2. 

Having the shifts of the bound states (36) and of the chemical pote10tial 

( 40) at our disposal, we solve the equation of state (33) to find the chemical 

potential for given T and np. ·In the normal phase we have 

1 ( 00 P2dP 
nF,n(J.L,T) = rr' Jo exp[(-1 +64rrnpn/(16+P2)+P2/4-2J.L)/T]-1. 

. ' . (43) 

as shown in Fig. 3. Above the critical density nF,..,-o we find solutions for 

nF, I' at given T, 6.2 = 8rr F2 jO, according to ( 40) and 

nF = nF,n(J.L,r, T) + 2F2 jO, (44) 
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.,. ....... -

where now 

1 [00 P2dP 
nF,n(J',r, T) = rr' fo exp[( -4rrnpP2 /(16 + P2 ) + P 2 /4 + 4rrF2 /D.)/T) - 1 · 

( 4-5) 

An improved equation of state which can be applied at low tempera

tures also at higher densities is obtained by using the mean-field result 

np = nF,n(J',r, T) + nMF(Li, T), where 

1 /.00 . 
nF,n(J',n, T) = 2 P2dP 

1l" 0 
(46) 

r r1 ~ ~ ,,. ,...,~ P 2
, 167l"npn, . 16.6.2 . ·-· . ~ 

XteXp[\ -i- "I'MF\'-',1) + 4\l-
16 

+ p2) + 
16 

+ p 2)fl"j -1}-'. 

In the low-density case under consideration, eqs. (45) and (46) coincide. 

Whereas in the normal phase (.6. = 0) we can take T and I' to evaluate 

the density np = nF,n(J', T) + nF,MF(I', T) ( 43), (20), in the superfluid phase 

we can start with .t.,T, find the solution p,, from eq. (41) with I'MF(.t., T), 

eq. (21), and then evaluate the densities ( 46). This procedure is simplified 

in the low density limit where, after solving eq. ( 45), the density and the 

chemical potential are obtained from ( 44) and ( 40), respectively. The normal 

phase is described by ( 43). 

In Fig.3, the resulting equation of state is shown for T = 0.05. The

re are regions of density where the solution for the chemical potential as a 

function of the total fermion density at fixed temperature is not unique. Fur

thermore, the condition EJpjEJnslr > 0 for thermodynamic stability is not 

always fulfilled. This indicates instability of the homogeneous solution with 

respect to phase separation. Applying the Maxwell construction, the densi

ties np,!J np,2 of equilibrium phases at the first ·order phase transition are also 
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shown in Fig. 3 (notice that the criterium of equal areas holds not in the lo

garithmic representation). The instability region in the density-temperature 

plane where in the low density region the first order phase transition from 

the normal state to the superfiuid state occurs is also shown in Fig.2. 

5 Discussion 

The inclusion of interacting bound states already given in Ref. [1) is trea

ted for a zero-range intera('tion in the low-density limit where their influence 

on the equation of state is dominant. Compared with Haussmann [8], the 

improvement obtained in the general formalism by including in addition to 

the self-energy also vertex corrections. see Sec. 2. becomes inoperative in 

the limit of the zero-range interaction. Indeed, only exchange terms (Pau

li exclusion) survive where the interaction can be eliminated applying thE' 

Schriidinger equation. In the ]ow-density strong coupling limit, the results 

given in [8) can be reproduced within the cluster-Hartree-Fock approxima

. tion. In general, however! considering the low-density limit, t.he self-energy 

and the vertex corrections contribute to the two-particle properties in the 

same order [9,14) correspondingto the Ward identities. 

We emphasize that the self-consistent T-matrix treatment given by Hauss

mann [12) as well as the cluster-Hartree-Fock approximat-ion given here do 

n.ot represent the exact solution of the interaction between two bound states. 

Instead, on the level of bound states the interaction is treated only in the 

Born approximation. For the full solution, we have to iterate thE' Born ap

proximation which corresponds to the full solution of the four-particle Gret>n 
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function or of the four-particle T-matrix. Only in this way the correct se

cond virial coefficient on the level of bound states will be obtained which 

corresponds to the fourth virial coefficient on the level of the elementary 

fermions. 

The thermodynamic stability is inspected. As a new result. a first order 

phase transition from the normal state to the superfluid state is found in the 

low-density strong coupling limit . Instead of applying the Maxwell construc

tiOn to the equ3.tion of state J.t(nF, T), we have also considered the free energy~ 

which leads to identical results for the region of instability. In contrast to 

[8), we find an extension of the region of superfluidity to temperatures abo

ve TaEC· However, as is well-known, the Hartree-Fock type approximations 

overestimate the instability region. The full treatment of the cluster-cluster 

interaction would improve also the results for thermodynamic stability. 

Going over to higher densities, the systematic expansion with respect to 

small fluctuations near the mean-field solution would be of interest. In par

ticular; the derivation of a Ginzburg-Landau equation should be possible as 

done, e.g., by Drechsler and Zwerger [16] using the functional integral repre

sentation of interacting fermions. Furthermore, the self-consistent treatment 

[8] including the contribution of free particles will be the subject of further 

work to solve the equation of state in the entire temperature-density plane. 

Exploratory calculations have been done in [1 J by using simplifying assumpti

ons such as the rigid shift approximation for the single-particle energies and 

the neglect of the motion ·of two-particle states. Nevertheless
7 

in contrast 

with the strange behaviour of the NSR solution where near the Mott density 

different critical temperatures are possible, see also Ref. [!],the inclusion of 
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Fig. 1. Phase diagram for a fermionic model system with zero-range interac

tion (15),"' _,co, binding energy €. Temperature and total particle density 

are given in reduced units'r•;, Tf<,n" = n(li2 /m<)312
• Bound states are 

blocked out for densities above the Mott line. The critical temperature for 

the transition to the superfluid state according to Nozieres and Schmitt

Rink (NSR) [3] neglecting the interaction with correlations in the medium is 

shown. Furthermore, the solution of the Gorkov equation for vanishing gap 

(BCS) and the Bose-Einstein condensation of noninteracting bound states 

(BEC) are presented. 
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Fig. 2. Phase transition in the low-density strong coupling region. The 

Bose-Einstein condensation (BEC) for noninteracting bound states is com

pared with the critical line (6. = 0) at which the gap for the interacting 

fermion system vanishes, eq. (45). Furthermore, the critical densities n 1 , nz 

for the first order phase transition to the superfluid phase are shown. 

~r,=- /l 
.~ ·0.44 r 
:;; I 
'E 
~ 
:': .()4S 3 . 

! 
.().46 

.0.4~2L.3,--L--.~2~.2-----.~2~.1-----.~2~.0-----..J 
density pog n,] 

Fig. 3. Equation of state J.L(np, T) for the fermionic model system with 

zero-range interaction showing the region of thermodynamic instability. The 

first order phase transition is determined by the Maxwell construction. 
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correlations in the medium seems to give a smooth critical temperature as 

presented in [1] . 

I wish to thank Thomas Alm, Rudolf Haussmann and Peter Schuck for 

helpful! discussions. especially Holger Stein for help in evaluating the NSR 

curve in Fig.l. 
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PenKe r. 
TiepeXO;::J: K CBepxTeKytieCTH B CWibHO CB513aHHbiX 

¢epMHOHHbiX CHt:TeMax: npeA,eJI M3JlbiX ITJIOTHOCTeif 

E\7-94-392 

PaccMaTp!!aaercg o6pa30BaHI!e CBll3aHHbiX nap 11 !IX B3ai!MOI(eilcTBIIe l(nll 
cHnhHO CBl!3aHHbiX cj>epM!!OHHbiX CHCTeM. Oco6oe BHI!MaHI!e o6pa~aercl! Ha 
nepexol( OT cnapi!BaHI!R Bapi(!!Ha - Kynepa - IllpHcj>cj>epa K KOHI(eHCal\I!H 
B03e - 3i!HWTeiiHa, Ha ocHoae ycoaepweHCTBOBaHHOro nOI(XOI(a Ho3ne H 

. - h 
liiMHTTa - PHHKa ytiHTbisaercSI sJniSIHHe a3aHMOAeHcTBHSI Me)K.a:y cs.H3aH-

HbiMH napaMII s npll6nmKeHIIII XaPTPII - ClloKa. ITpoael(eHbl M0,11enbHble 
BbltiHCJieHHSI Jl.;151 KOHTaKTHOro IIOTeHU.H3..t1a B3aHMO,n:e:HCTIJ;HSI. L(mi ITJIOTHOCTeii, 

cpaBHIIMbiX c nnOTHOCTbiO MoTTa, no,,yqeH nepexol( nepsoro pol(a l(n>l caepx
TeKyqei\ cj>a3bl. 

Pa6oTa Bbmo,meHa B Jla6opaTOPHII TeopeTHqecKoil cj>H311KH liM. H.H.Boro
nl06oaa 0115U1. 

npenpHHT OOoe,I\HHeHHOro HHCTHryTa SI;:I.epHbiX HCCJie,D:OBaHHW. ,D;y6Ha, 1994 

Riipke G. 
Superfluidity Transition in Strongly Coupled 
Fermion Systems: Low Density Limit· 

E17-94-392 

Formation of bound pairs and their interaction are considered for strongly 
coupled fermion systems with special emphasis on the crossover from the 
Bardeen-Cooper-Schrieffer pairing to Bose-Einstein condensation. Having 
improved the approach of Nozieres and Schmitt-Rink, the influence of 
interaction between bound pairs is included within the cluster-Hartree-Fock 
approximation. Model calculations are performed for a zero-range interaction 
potential. For densities small compared with the Mott density, a first order 
transition to the superfluid phase is obtained. 

, The investigation has been performed at the Bogoliubov Laboratory of 
Theoretical Physics, JlNR. 
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